CREATIVE FORCE
Iconic designer Dakota Jackson Opens Flagship Showroom at the Pacific Design Center

“I’VE BEEN A PRESENCE IN LOS ANGELES building friendships and goodwill for almost four decades. The PDC has been an enduring international destination for the most exclusive designs and the discerning design community,” says Jackson.

The Los Angeles space is a play on white in different media from the sparkling slating sink like tile flooring to an out-dated 60-foot curtain wall with a lyrical cutout motif. Unexpected splashes of subtly colored sheer punctuate the set.

The opening will be just in time to display his latest Chess and Checkers’ furniture collection. Jackson explains, “Chess and Checkers are games that go back for thousands of years in different permutations. The pieces are iconic themselves a distillation of the various cultures and evolution of form over-time. The games are recreational, competitive, and deeply intellectual. The direct sleek lines and hues of the tables presented in parchment and rich velvets add up to a careful study of the form.”

The Dakota Jackson LA showroom will be a home for unusual events and exciting ways to capture the excitement of art & design and a way to create a dialogue within the community.
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